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Abstract

a-Ca3(BN2)2 crystallizes in the cubic system (space group: Im3m) with one type of calcium ions disordered over 7
8
of equivalent (8c)

positions. An ordered low-temperature phase (b-Ca3(BN2)2) was prepared and found to crystallize in the orthorhombic system
(space group: Cmca) with lattice parameters: a ¼ 1024:18ð2Þpm; b ¼ 732:43ð2Þpm; and c ¼ 2091:60ð4Þpm: Structure refinements on
the basis of X-ray powder data have revealed that orthorhombic b-Ca3(BN2)2 corresponds to an ordered super-structure of cubic a-
Ca3(BN2)2. The space group Cmca assigned for b-Ca3(BN2)2 is derived from Im3m by a group–subgroup relationship.

DSC measurements and temperature-dependent in situ X-ray powder diffraction studies showed reversible phase transitions

between b- and a-Ca3(BN2)2 with transition temperatures between 215 and 240 1C.
The structure Sr3(BN2)2 was reported isotypic with a-Ca3(BN2)2 (Im3m) with one type of strontium ions being disordered over 1

2
of

equivalent (2c) positions. In addition, a primitive (Pm3m) structure has been reported for Sr3(BN2)2. Phase stability studies on

Sr3(BN2)2 revealed a phase transition between a primitive and a body-centred lattice around 820 1C. The experiments showed that

both previously published structures are correct and can be assigned as a-Sr3(BN2)2 (Im3m; high-temperature phase), and b-
Sr3(BN2)2 (Pm3m; low-temperature phase).
A comparison of Ca3(BN2)2 and Sr3(BN2)2 phases reveals that the different types of cation disordering present in both of the cubic

a-phases (Im3m) have a directing influence on the formation of two distinct (orthorhombic and cubic) low-temperature phases.

r 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The existence of a linear (N–B–N)3� ion was first
considered by Goubeau and Anselment on the basis of
infrared measurements performed on Li3(BN2),
Ca3(BN2)2, and Ba3(BN2)2 [1]. About 20 years later,
this prediction was approved by the crystal structure
refinement of Li3(BN2) [2]. The first crystal structure of
an alkaline earth nitridoborate was published in the
nineties for Sr3(BN2)2 [3]. Single crystals of Sr3(BN2)2
were found to crystallize in the cubic space group Im3m
with three formula units per unit cell. One of the two
crystallographically distinct strontium ions was refined
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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to be disordered over the 2a position with 50%
occupancy, and the other one was refined on a fully
occupied 8c position, which may be described as
Sr&[Sr8](BN2)6. This structure opened grounds for
the discovery of a series of ordered alkaline-alkaline
earth (A-AE) di-nitridoborates with the general formula
A2AE8(BN2)6 and the mixed alkaline earth di-nitrido-
borates such as Mg2Ca7(BN2)6 (Table 1) with the same
space group Im3m [4,5].
Subsequent research on alkaline earth AE3(BN2)2

compounds with AE ¼ Ca, Sr, Ba has provided addi-
tional structural data in the past 10 years [6–9] but also
raised some questions concerning the differences in their
crystal structures.

a-Ca3(BN2)2 was found to be isotypic to Sr3(BN2)2,
but with a different cation ordering, where one type of
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calcium ions fully occupies a 2a position and the other
type is disordered over 7

8
of equivalent 8c positions of

Im3m; according to Ca2[Ca7&](BN2)6 (compared to
Sr&[Sr8](BN2)6) [3,4]. For Ca3(BN2)2 clear evidence has
been found for the existence of a phase transition into a
low-temperature phase when the compound was slowly
cooled below 265 1C [6]. A super-structure related to the
high-temperature phase and a distortion of the cubic
unit cell was anticipated, but the powder pattern of the
supposed low-temperature modification b-Ca3(BN2)2
could not be indexed and the structure remained
unknown.
For Sr3(BN2)2 a second phase was reported to

crystallize in the primitive space group Pm3m; instead
Table 1

Some di-nitridoborates crystallizing with the space group Im3̄m

LiCa4(BN2)3 [4]

LiSr4(BN2)3 [4]

LiEu4(BN2)3 [4]

LiBa4(BN2)3 [4]

NaSr4(BN2)3 [4]

NaEu4(BN2)3 [4]

NaBa4(BN2)3 [4]

Mg2Ca7(BN2)6 [5]

Fig. 1. Real and possible modifications of AE3(BN2)2 compounds with AE

shown as three-connected units with white B and dark grey N atoms. (a) Unit

Sr3(BN2)2 with the space group Im3m: In Ca3(BN2)2 the 8c ð
1
4
; 1
4
; 1
4
; . . .Þ site is oc

[3,6]. (b) An archetype structure with a symmetry breaking ordering of Ca io

The vacancy is represented by a square. (c) The symmetry retaining ordering

phase with the space group Pm3m: The ordered vacancy is represented by a
of the previously reported space group Im3m: A phase
relationship comparable to the calcium compound was
suggested for Sr3(BN2)2. But it still was not clear if the
first structure reported for Sr3(BN2)2 was a high-
temperature modification [7]. In addition, the correct-
ness of the body-centred structure was questioned after
the structure of Eu3(BN2)2 was refined in the primitive
space group Pm3m [10].
In case of Ba3(BN2)2 a cubic structure has been

reported, however, a satisfying crystal structure refine-
ment is not yet known. In addition, an orthorhombic
modification of Ba3(BN2)2 has been reported recently
[9]. A structural relationship that would allow a phase
transition between the two reported Ba3(BN2)2 struc-
tures appears more difficult to explain than for the
calcium and strontium compounds. These questions
about the structure and phase transitions of alkaline
earth di-nitridoborates prompted us to reinvestigate the
AE3(BN2)2 system for AE ¼ Ca and Sr.
Fig. 1(a) displays the structure of the high-tempera-

ture modifications of cubic a-AE3(BN2)2 compounds
with AE ¼ Ca, Sr, in which only nine out of ten
cation positions in the unit cell are occupied. As
previously mentioned, the cation ordering corresponds
to a partially occupied 8c site 1

4
; 1
4
; 1
4
; . . .

� �
for Ca2
positions shown as black and hatched spheres. The (NBN)3� ions are

cell of the disordered high-temperature modifications of Ca3(BN2)2 and

cupied by 7
8
; and in Sr3(BN2)2 the 2a (0,0,0 and

1
2
;1
2
;1
2
) site is occupied by 1

2

ns on 8c positions in the low-temperature modification for Ca3(BN2)2.

of the Sr ions on the former 2a positions leads to the low-temperature

square.
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Table 2

Selected crystallographic details and synthesis conditions of alkaline earth di-nitridoborates

Compound Space group Lattice parameters Synthesis Lit.

a-Ca3(BN2)2 Im3̄m a ¼ 732:24ð3Þpm 1197 1C, 1 h [6]

cooling rate 430 1C/min
b-Ca3(BN2)2 Cmca a ¼ 1024:18ð2Þpm 900 1C, 40 h [*]

b ¼ 732:43ð2Þpm cooling rate o30 1C/min
c ¼ 2091:60ð4Þpm

Sr3(BN2)2 Im3̄m a ¼ 765:8ð1Þpm 900 1C, 5 d [3]

Sr3(BN2)2 Pm3̄m a ¼ 765:5ð4Þpm 800 1C, 20 h [7]

Ba3(BN2)2 Im3̄m a ¼ 800:44ð4Þpm 927 1C, 4 d [8]

Ba3(BN2)2 P212121 a ¼ 424:73ð2Þpm 1027 1C, 3 d [9]

b ¼ 1105:60ð4Þpm
c ¼ 1475:72ð6Þpm

Starting materials in all cases were the alkaline earth nitride or elements and BN.

[*] Results of this work.
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[Ca7&](BN2)6 and a half-occupied 2a site (0,0,0;
1
2
;1
2
;1
2
)

for Sr&[Sr8](BN2)6. The unit cells at the right side of
Fig. 1 display a simple structural model of ordered b-
Ca3(BN2)2 (b), that would in fact require a super-
structure, and the ordered structure of the supposed
low-temperature modification b-Sr3(BN2)2 (c). Table 2
summarizes structural and experimental results of all
AE3(BN2)2 modifications.
2. Experimental

Di-nitridoboratate ions readily form when alkaline
earth metal is melted together with (layer-type) boron
nitride, according to

10EA þ 12BN! 3EA3ðBN2Þ2 þ EAB6 ð1Þ

EA ¼ Ca;Sr:

2.1. Syntheses

Due to the sensitivity of starting materials and
products against moisture and air all manipulations of
materials were performed under dry Ar atmosphere
inside a glove box, or in an airtight glass apparatus.
Chemicals were used as purchased (Ca, 99.99%,
dendritic, Strem; Sr 99.99%, dendritic, Strem; BN,
99.8%, ABCR, X-ray pure, degassed at 400 1C under
dynamic vacuum for 20 h). The alkaline earth nitrides
were synthesized from the elements in a continuous flow
of nitrogen at 750 1C as reported in [3] and inspected by
X-ray powder diffraction.
For the phase transition experiments, we synthesized

the low-temperature modifications by reacting alkaline
earth nitrides with (layer-type) boron nitride, e.g.,

Ca3N2 þ 2BN! Ca3ðBN2Þ2. (2)
The starting materials were loaded into copper
ampoules inside a glove box. In following procedures
the ampoules were arc-welded and sealed into evacuated
silica tubes. The ampoules were then placed in a
chamber furnace, heated up to 950 1C, and held constant
for 40 h before lowering the temperature to room
temperature within 6 h.
Reaction products contained a white, sometimes light

green powder of b-Ca3(BN2)2 besides small amounts of
CaO and BN impurities. The obtained powders of b-
Sr3(BN2)2 were dark brown and also contained some
SrO and BN impurities. Products typically contained
80–90% alkaline earth di-nitridoborates, according to
the X-ray powder diffraction patterns.

2.2. X-ray powder measurements

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data were collected
with an X-ray powder diffractometer STADI-P (germa-
nium monochromator, Cu-Ka1; STOE, Darmstadt).
The PXRD pattern of b-Ca3(BN2)2 was indexed in the
orthorhombic system with a ¼ 1024:18ð2Þpm; b ¼

732:43ð2Þpm; and c ¼ 2091:60ð4Þpm; on the basis of
24 lines. The powder pattern of b-Sr3(BN2)2
(a ¼ 763:8ð1Þpm; Pm3m; with 16 indexed lines) agreed
with the previously reported data [8].
Samples were filled into 0.2mm capillaries for

temperature-dependent X-ray measurement and placed
in a high-temperature oven (model 0.65.1, STOE,
Darmstadt) for phase transition studies. Useful 2y
ranges for the measurements, that cover relevant
reflections for both phases were selected from simulated
powder patterns for a- and b-Ca3(BN2)2 (Fig. 2), and for
a- and b-Sr3(BN2)2 (Fig. 3). Heating and the cooling
rates were chosen between 10 and 50 1C/min. A
comparative temperature control with an external
thermal element revealed that the accuracy of the
high-temperature oven varied between 5 and 10 1C.
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Fig. 2. Simulated powder patterns of a-Ca3(BN2)2 (Im3m; bottom), and b-Ca3(BN2)2 (Cmca, top). The zoomed detail shows the selected 2y range for
the temperature-dependent measurements. The displayed section of the calculated pattern represents a-Ca3(BN2)2 with the 2 2 0 reflection, and the
calculated pattern of b-Ca3(BN2)2 with 8 0 0, 2 2 4, and 4 0 0 reflections.
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Fig. 3. Simulated powder patterns of a-Sr3(BN2)2 (Im3m; bottom), and b-Sr3(BN2)2 (Pm3m; top). The zoomed detail shows the selected 2y range for
the temperature-dependent measurements, and displays a section of the calculated pattern of a-Sr3(BN2)2 with the 2 0 0 reflection and calculated
pattern of b-Sr3(BN2)2 with 2 0 0 and 2 1 0 reflections.
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2.3. DSC measurements

The samples were studied by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) using a Netzsch simultaneous ther-
mal analysis apparatus (STA 409). Measurements were
performed in Cu–Au vessels in a continuous N2 flow.
The heating rates were varied between 5 and 10 1C/min.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. A structural model for b-Ca3(BN2)2

The powder pattern of b-Ca3(BN2)2 was indexed in a
C-centred orthorhombic cell (a ¼ 1024:18ð2Þpm; b ¼

732:43ð2Þpm; and c ¼ 2091:60ð4Þpm) using the program
WinXPow [11] with possible space groups C2cb (No. 41)
and Cmca (No. 64).
The crystal structure of b-Ca3(BN2)2 was solved and

refined using the programs EXPO and Fullprof [12,13].
Calculations in space group Cmca (No. 64) resulted in
the best solution (Table 3). Comparison between the
calculated and measured powder patterns is shown in
Fig. 4. Final structure refinements yielded satisfactory
results for the refined atom positions and reliability
factors. But the presence of some side phases, and the
relative large number of refinement parameters leads to
poor overall isotropic-equivalent displacement para-
meters for some boron atoms (Table 4).
The orthorhombic structure of b-Ca3(BN2)2 contains

three crystallographically distinct BN2
3� units. The

environment of the (BN2)
3� units is altered as a result

of the vacancy ordering. In contrast to the structure of
a-Ca3(BN2)2 in which each N atom of the unit has five
Ca neighbours generating a square pyramidal environ-
Table 3

Results of the Rietveld refinement on b-Ca3(BN2)2

Formula Ca3(BN2)2

Z 12

Molar mass 173,07 g/mol

Temperature 298K

Wavelength 1,54060pm

Crystal system Orthorhombic

Space group Cmca

Cell parameter a ¼ 1024; 18ð2Þpm; b ¼ 732; 43ð2Þpm;
c ¼ 2091; 60ð4Þpm

Angular range 51p2yp1301
Number of independent

reflections

238

Number of refined

structural parameters

36

RBragg 7.14%

Rwp 9.05%

Rp 6.78%

w2 1.85
ment, in b-Ca3(BN2)2 only the N atoms of one (BN2)
3�

unit have this type of environment. In the second
(BN2)

3� unit only one N atom has five Ca neighbours
generating a square pyramidal environment and the
other N has only four Ca neighbours, leading to a
distorted tetrahedral environment. In the third (BN2)

3�

unit both N atoms have only four Ca neighbours
generating a distorted tetrahedron.
The presence of three distinct (BN2)

3� ions in the
structure of b-Ca3(BN2)2 was confirmed by vibration
spectroscopy. The Raman spectrum shows three bands
at 1075, 1083, and 1091 cm�1 which can be assigned as
symmetric stretching modes n1(B–N) of the three
different sets of di-nitridoborate groups [14].

3.2. Symmetry considerations

The super-structure of b-Ca3(BN2)2 is a result of the
ordering of ions and vacancies on the 8c position of the
cubic a-Ca3(BN2)2 structure. The lattice parameters of
orthorhombic b-Ca3(BN2)2 are ao ¼ 1024:18ð2Þ; bo ¼

732:43ð2Þ and co ¼ 2091:60ð4Þpm and the unit cell
can be related with the cubic cell parameter
(ac ¼ 732:24ð3Þpm) by ao �

ffiffiffi
2

p
ac; bo �

ffiffiffi
2

p
ac; and co �

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
ac: The structural relation between the refined

crystal structure of b-Ca3(BN2)2 and a-Ca3(BN2)2 is
displayed in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the cubic and the
orthorhombic structures can be well related to each
other, and that the differences in both structures are due
to the cation ordering.
In order to correlate the two Ca3(BN2)2 phases with

each other in terms of symmetry and atom positions, the
space group Cmca (No. 64) was generated as a subgroup
of Im3m with an index of 24 [15,16]. This, and all
translationengleiche (t) and klassengleiche (k) transitions,
origin shifts, and the transformation of the lattice
parameters are presented in Fig. 6. Corresponding
atomic positions were derived all along the symmetry
reduction for each step, and the resulting space group
(Cmca) as well as the derived general atom positions
match with the results from the X-ray structure
refinement [17].

3.3. Phase transition studies on Ca3(BN2)2

Phase transitions between the low (b) and the high-
temperature (a) forms of Ca3(BN2)2 were studied by
temperature-dependent DSC and in situ X-ray diffrac-
tion.
When b-Ca3(BN2)2 was heated from room tempera-

ture a distinct endothermic process was observed in the
DSC curve at about 250 1C (onset point approx. 240 1C)
indicating a phase change into a-Ca3(BN2)2 (Fig. 7).
Upon cooling, a small exothermic process is observed
near 208 1C (onset point approx. 225 1C) indicating the
transformation into the low-temperature phase. PXRD
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Table 4

Atomic coordinates and isotropic-equivalent displacement parameters (Å2) for a-Ca3(BN2)2

Atom Wyckoff-pos. x y z Biso (in pm
2
	 104)

Ca1 8f 1/2 0.0303(8) 0.7539(2) 0.9(1)

Ca2 8f 0 0.2588(6) 0.8773(4) 0.62(9)

Ca3 16g 0.7455(2) 0.5200(5) 0.8775(1) 1.21(8)

Ca4 4b 0 1/2 0 1.2(2)

Ca4a 4a 0 0 0 1.2(2)

B1 8e 3/4 0.281(4) 3/4 3.0(8)

B2 8f 1/2 0.263(3) 0.883(1) 0.2(5)

B3 8c 3/4 1/4 0 �0.5(5)

N1 8f 1/2 0.446(2) 0.8554(5) 1.7(4)

N2 16g 0.6774(8) 0.791(1) 0.9482(4) 1.0(3)

N3 16g 0.6575(7) 0.281(1) 0.7043(4) 0.3(2)

N4 8f 1/2 0.085(1) 0.8758(8) 0.5(3)

7000

5000

In
te

n
s
it
y

3000

1000

0

0 20 40 60

2 Theta (Deg.)

80 100 120

Fig. 4. Measured and calculated powder patterns of b-Ca3(BN2)2 with the difference plot after the Rietveld refinement and Bragg positions (top to
bottom: b-Ca3(BN2)2, BN, a-Ca3(BN2)2 and CaO).
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pattern of the resulting material showed the expected
reflections of b-Ca3(BN2)2 at room temperature. The
pronounced endothermic effect is a hint that the
transformation may be a first-order transition. Unfortu-
nately, it was impossible to freeze the high-temperature
modification due to the low (natural) cooling rate of the
DSC oven.
X-ray diffraction studies were performed to under-

stand the structural changes that occur during the
cycling behaviour between the two Ca3(BN2)2 phases.
The selected 2y range (between 341 and 35.51) includes
the cubic 2 2 0 reflection of a-Ca3(BN2)2. Almost super-
posed is the orthorhombic 2 2 4 reflection that is flanked
by the orthorhombic reflections 8 0 0 and 4 0 0 of b-
Ca3(BN2)2.
A set of temperature-dependent X-ray measurements
in the temperature interval between 180 and 250 1C
(with heating and cooling rates of 10 1C/min) were
performed to gather more detailed information near the
transition temperature. A cyclic heating–cooling proce-
dure starting and ending with b-Ca3(BN2)2 is shown in
Fig. 8. The b ! a transformation was found to be
complete at 230 1C, the back transformation a ! b
began between 220 and 210 1C. The results of the
temperature-dependent PXRD and DSC measurements
agree within the accuracy of the equipments.
In situ temperature-dependent XRD studies allowed

us to control phase transitions under different heating
and cooling rates (10–50 1C/min) between room tem-
perature and 250 1C, and to freeze the high-temperature
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a 
b 

c 

Fig. 5. Unit cell of b-Ca3(BN2)2 (left) and the unplugged pseudo-cubic fragment corresponding to the high-temperature modification. Cation
vacancies are indicated by squares.

Im3m (229)

I4/mmm (139)

Fmmm (69)

Cmma (67)

Cmca (64)

t 2 
a, b, c

t 2
a-b, a+b, c 

k 2 
a, b, 2c 

(0, ¼, ¼)

k 2 
b, c, a 

(0, ¼, ¼)

Fig. 6. Group–subgroup relation from the space group Im3m to Cmca,

with transition type (t ¼ translationengleich, k ¼ klassengleich) and

order, cell-transformation, and (origin shift) of the lattice parameters.
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phase. The experiments started with the reversible b !

a ! b transformation for Ca3(BN2)2 shown in Fig. 9, as
observed in the DSC measurement. The occurrence of
the high-temperature phase a-Ca3(BN2)2 was clearly
indicated by the observation of its 2 2 0 reflection at
250 1C. a-Ca3(BN2)2 was obtained at room temperature,
as shown in Fig. 9 when samples were cooled at a
cooling rate of approximately 50 1C/min, in accord with
previously reported results, suggesting that a cooling
rate higher than 30 1C/min was needed in order to freeze
a-Ca3(BN2)2 [6].
Both measurements show a hysteresis behaviour.

This, and the abrupt extinction of the characteristic
reflections of the b-phase indicate a first-order transition
for Ca3(BN2)2.

3.4. Phase transition studies on Sr3(BN2)2

Two closely related crystal structures have been
reported for Sr3(BN2)2 with the space groups Pm3m
and Im3m: The low-temperature modification (b-
Sr3(BN2)2, Pm3m) displayed in Fig. 1(c) was prepared
to investigate possible transitions between the primitive
and body-centred structures. Temperature-dependent
X-ray measurements were performed with 20 1C incre-
ments in the temperature interval between 760 and
820 1C (heating and cooling rates varied between 10 and
50 1C/min). The results of these studies are shown in the
powder pattern for the 2y interval between 22.01 and
26.51 in Fig. 10. The cubic 2 0 0 and 2 1 0 reflections
belong to the primitive b-Sr3(BN2)2. Upon heating the
sample it became clear that the 2 1 0 reflection dis-
appears above 820 1C. This observation is consistent
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Fig. 7. DSC-measurement of b-Ca3(BN2)2, heating rate 10 1C/min, cooling rate 20 1C/min. On heating, b-Ca3(BN2)2 changes into a-Ca3(BN2)2 at
about 240 1C. The back-transformation into a-Ca3(BN2)2 is obtained near 220 1C.

34.0 35.0 

T = 180 °C

T = 190 °C

T = 200 °C

T = 210 °C

T = 220 °C

T = 230 °C

T = 240 °C

T = 250 °C

T = 240 °C

T = 230 °C

T = 220 °C

T = 25 °C 

T = 210 °C

T = 200 °C

2Theta (Deg.)

36.0

T = 25 °C

Fig. 8. Powder patterns of Ca3(BN2)2 during heating and cooling

between 25 and 250 1C. b-Ca3(BN2)2 is being transformed into a-
Ca3(BN2)2 at about 230 1C. The back-transformation into the b-
Ca3(BN2)2 cooling is obtained near 210 1C.

34.0 35.0 34.0

 2 Theta (Deg.)

T = 25 °C

T = 250 °C (heating rate 10 °C/min)

T = 25 °C (cooling rate 1 °C/min)

T = 250 °C (heating rate 50 °C/min)

T = 25 °C (cooling rate 50 °C/min)

T = 250 °C (heating rate 50 °C/min)

T = 20 °C (cooling rate 1 °C/min)

Fig. 9. Powder pattern of the transformation between b- and a-
Ca3(BN2)2 with different heating and cooling rates. Note the

stabilization of the high-temperature modification (a-Ca3(BN2)2) at
room temperature through fast cooling (50 1C/min).
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with a b ! a phase transition with a transition from a
primitive to a body-centred structure, in which the 2 1 0
reflection is systematically absent. This shows that the
body-centred cubic structure for Sr3(BN2)2 is the high-
temperature modification. Attempts to isolate a-
Sr3(BN2)2 at room temperature with the use of cooling
rates up to 50 1C/min failed.
The transition from Pm3m to Im3m shows a Landau

and Lifshiz factors of zero, so that a second-order
transition could be possible [16]. In contrast to
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24.0 

T = 20 °C

T = 760 °C

T = 780 °C

T = 800 °C

T = 820 °C

T = 800 °C

T = 790 °C

T = 780 °C

2Theta (Deg.)

22.0 26.0

T = 18 °C

T = 810 °C

Fig. 10. Powder patterns of b-Sr3(BN2)2 on heating and cooling. The
characteristic 2 1 0 reflection of the primitive cell disappears above

820 1C and indicates the transformation into the high-temperature

modification. This process is reversed on cooling.
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Ca3(BN2)2 there is no hysteresis obtained for the phase
transition of Sr3(BN2)2.
4. Conclusion

This investigations has confirmed some former
assumptions and have provided new results on the
structures and phase relationships of di-nitridoborate
phases with the general formula AE3(BN2)2 with
AE ¼ Ca, Sr.
The studies show the structural relationship between

the two phases of Ca3(BN2)2 as expected. The low-
temperature modification b-Ca3(BN2)2 can be consid-
ered as an ordered super-structure of the a-Ca3(BN2)2
structure. The ordering of calcium ions and vacancies
involves only a next neighbour ordering distance of
ac=2; at a relatively low ordering temperature around
215–240 1C. The phase transition involves a hysteresis
and can be regarded as first-order transition according
to Stokes and Hatch [16]. The Landau factor is 1 for the
first group–subgroup change from Im3m to I4/mmm.
Space group theory also provides an explanation why
we were not able to obtain single crystals of b-
Ca3(BN2)2. The crystals twin twice because there are
the two translationengleiche transitions from Im3m to
I4/mmm, and further to Fmmm.

The investigations answered the question whether
Sr3(BN2)2 crystallizes in the space group Im3m or
Pm3m: Both space groups are correct. The high-
temperature modification crystallizes in Im3m like
a-Ca3(BN2)2, while the low-temperature modifica-
tion crystallizes in Pm3m: The phase transition involves
an ordering of strontium ions from a (disordered) body-
centred to a primitive cubic unit cell, with next
neighbour ordering distances of strontium ions at
ac ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
ac: The fact that the diffusion channels

for the strontium ions are tighter and longer may
explain the higher transition temperature for Sr3(BN2)2
phases, compared with the Ca3(BN2)2 system. No
hysteresis was observed for the phase transition of
Sr3(BN2)2.
We have previously stated that a-Ca3(BN2)2 and

a-Sr3(BN2)2 are isotypic, which may be safe due to the
ample definition of the identifier ‘‘isotypic’’. In spite of
the same space group Im3m; the structures of the
a-phases differ in the type of cation disorder. While
the 8c position is occupied by 7

8
in a-Ca3(BN2)2 leading

to Ca2[Ca7](BN2)6, the position 2a is half occupied in
a-Sr3(BN2)2 leading to Sr[Sr8](BN2)6). This finding
may be explained by the fact that the smaller calcium
ions tend to fully occupy the lower coordination 2a
sites (CN ¼ 6), while larger strontium ions tend to fully
occupy the higher coordinated 8c sites (CN ¼ 6+2).
The cation disorder present in high-temperature

phases has a directing effect on structures and symme-
tries of the corresponding low-temperature phases.
When the calcium ions order on 8c positions
(a-Ca3(BN2)2), the cubic symmetry can no longer exist,
and a transition into an orthorhombic structure is
observed. In contrast, the cubic symmetry is retained
upon the ordering of strontium ions on 2a positions
(a-Sr3(BN2)2), but a transition into a primitive lattice is
obtained (with the position 0,0,0 occupied, and the
position 1

2
;1
2
;1
2
empty). Oppositely spoken, the occurrence

of the two distinct low-temperature phases supports the
assumptions made for the cation disorder in their
corresponding high-temperature phases.

a-Ca3(BN2)2 was successfully isolated with a fast
cooling rate, and thus stabilized at room temperature.
However, it has been reported that traces of carbon can
also stabilize a-Ca3(BN2)2 [6]. The same effect could
account for the successful preparation of single crystals
of a-Sr3(BN2)2 [3]. Unfortunately, it was not possible to
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undertake further detailed studies on a-Sr3(BN2)2 to
better understand the order of its phase transition due to
the reactivity of strontium ions with silica near the
transition temperature.
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